ENTRANT: Melville Primary School Year 6 students

PROJECT TITLE: Establishment of a Sustainable Development Goals mindset

GLOBAL GOALS: All Goals but especially SDG17 Partnerships for the Goals

DESCRIPTION: Student leaders attended the UNAAWA Student Parliament to design their project. When they returned to school they:

- Informed all other Year 6 students about the SDGs
- Aligned their Ministries with the SDGs
- Generated ideas for informing the rest of the school community about the SDGs
- Promoted SDGs with the whole school

REFLECTIONS:

WWW [What Worked Well?] The Education side of it – educating the student body on the SDGs, across not only the Year 6 cohort, but also the school. It has brought a new whole-school community focus on Global Goals and ‘Making a Difference’, but particularly in the upper years (as these students are heavily involved in parliamentary duties).

EBI [Even Better If…] Sharper time management. This was a VERY large challenge to take on, with MANY branches needing to be put in place over time. Narrower focus needed.

Advice for Next Year’s Student Leaders
- Focus on One Idea for the Challenge

STUDENTS: Year 6 Parliamentary Team
Project Leaders: Adam Gallichan, Emma Peacock, Alice O’Neill, & Sam Manua
Assisting Ministers: Jack Woodard, Jack Rivers, Joshua Brunt, Keeli Taylor, Bleddyn Thomas, & Lexi Davies.

LEAD TEACHER: Emidio Boto